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Abstract
What follows here is the first chapter, 'Change and Reform', of a book that inquires into
the distinctions and rationale of the political tradition of conservatism. The book, now
much enlarged and revised, was originally Conservatism, published in 1989 as a
contribution to an election. Now, in particular, each chapter ends with a sizeable section
on what replaced the Labour Party in Britain, the New Labour Party. For good measure,
the final section of the second chapter, partly on something known as The Third Way, is
added to the final section of the first chapter below. To the book's progress towards
finding the rationale of the tradition of conservatism, as you will anticipate, is added
progress towards deciding on the nature of New Labour. An actual analysis of the
ideology and reality of the tradition of conservatism is of use in deciding whether New
Labour is in it, and maybe a start towards answering the question of New Labour's place
in history. The other chapters, after the first one on change and reform: Theory, Other
Thinking, Incentives; Human Nature, Dealing With It; Freedoms; Government; Societies;
Equalities; Desert, Conclusions. The book is published by the estimable Pluto Press . ------------------------.
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